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Note: This question paper is divided into three

Sections.

Section-I Consists of Five sub-questions and

each sub-question has to be answered in

not more than 50 words, each carrying 02

marks.

Section-II Consists of three questions  and

each question has to be answered in not

more than 250 words, each carrying 10

marks.

Section-III Consists of two questions and

each question has to be answered in not

more than 500 words, each carrying 15

marks.

6. Define 'Human Development'. Highlight the

various indices developed under the guidance

of UNDP to measure human development.

OR

Compare the criteria of social development

propounded by sociologists and the criteria of

economic development propounded by

economists.
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Section - I

1. Explain the following :

(i) Transformative Social Movements

(ii) Reformetive Social Movements

(iii) Redemptive Social Movements

(iv) Alternative Social Movements

(v) Neo-Social Movements

Section - II

2. Define 'Development'. Provide an over-view of

the changing dimensions, added to the concept

of 'Development', historically.

OR

Discuss the concept of 'modernization' Also

explain it as a factor of development in Indian

context.

3. What do you understand by 'sustainable

development' ? Highlight main outcomes for

achieving the goal of sustainable development.

OR

Critically examine the 'Basic Needs Approach'

to development.

4. ‘Economic growth and distributive justice are

the twin-objectives of Unified Approach to

development’ ? Discuss. Also enumerate the

components of Unified Approach to

development.

OR

‘Every collective action is not a social

movement. ’  Explain. Also describe the

essential components of social movements.

Section - III

5. ‘Social development means transforming social

institutions to empower people’. Examine.

OR

What do you understand by ‘Human Resource

Management (HRM) ? Also explain the

significance of Human Resource Management

in context of the globalizing world.


